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Abstract

Nicotinamide 1, N6-ethenoadenosine dinucleotide, a fluorescent analog of the coenzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, has been synthesized by the reaction of chloroacetaldehyde with the coenzyme. The technical fluorescence emission maximum of the analog is 410 nm, upon excitation at 300 nm. Its fluorescence yield is about 8% of that of the 1,N6-ethenoadenosine 5'-phosphate, and its fluorescence lifetime is shorter. Upon hydrolysis of the modified coenzyme analog with Neurospora crassa NADase or phosphodiesterase I at room temperature, the intensity of fluorescence was increased 10-fold, corresponding to separation of the nicotinamide and ethenoadenine rings. The spectroscopic results with nicotinamide 1,N6-ethenoadenosine dinucleotide are consistent with the concept of an intramolecular interaction between the modified adenine and pyridine moieties of the dinucleotide that is disrupted by enzymatic hydrolysis. The fluorescent analog showed reasonable activity as a substitute for NAD+ in four different dehydrogenase-catalyzed reactions.

The coenzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) plays an indispensable role in living organisms. Its function in enzymatic oxidation-reduction reactions necessitates some type of enzyme-coenzyme interaction, and considerable information has been gathered concerning the mechanism of action of NAD+ (1). A major question has centered on the conformations of NAD+ in solution and in the enzyme-bound state. The conclusion from x-ray analysis at 5Å resolution is that the coenzyme when bound to dogfish lactate dehydrogenase exists in the "open" form (2-4). Equilibria between "open" and "folded," or internally complexed, forms of reduced NAD+ have been examined by nuclear magnetic resonance (5, 6), and synthetic models of NAD+ and NADH have been provided that permit maximum intramolecular interaction between the adenine and nicotinamide moieties (7, 8).

The preparation of a fluorescent and enzymatically active derivative of NAD+ would permit, at the oxidized level, the same kind of fluorescence studies that have been so useful with the reduced form, NADH (9). Accordingly, we have applied the chloroacetaldehyde reaction which, with adenine-containing moieties, introduces an etheno bridge between the 1- and N6-positions of the adenine ring (10–15) and renders the molecule fluorescent. The coenzyme NAD+ can be converted, thereby, to nicotinamide 1,N6-ethenoadenine dinucleotide, abbreviated "εNAD+"†, and shown in I as the doubly zwitterionic form. In the neutral pH range 6–8, the ethenoadenine moiety will be unprotonated (15). Adenine-modified analogs of NAD+ previously examined include, inter alia, deamino (or desamino) NAD+, which is the corresponding hypoxanthine compound (16–19), and the 1- and N6-hydroxyethyl compounds (20).

Materials and Methods

Technical Fluorescence Emission Spectra were measured on a Hitachi–Perkin Elmer MPF-2A spectrophotometer. Ultraviolet spectra were obtained on a Cary model 15 spectrophotometer.

Dehydrogenase Studies were performed at 23° in a total volume of 3.0 ml. The reaction was followed by monitoring the increase in absorbance at 340 nm as NADH or εNADH was produced.

Lactate Dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.27). Assay mixtures contained 0.05 M Tris·HCl buffer (pH 7.5), 83 µM of hydrogen peroxide, 12 µM of lactate, and 1 µM of NAD+ or εNAD+. The reaction was initiated by addition of 0.5 µg of lactate dehydrogenase.

Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (EC 1.2.1.9). Assay mixtures contained 0.05 M Tris·HCl buffer (pH 7.5), 0.1 ml of 5.3% sodium arsenate, 1 µM of fructose 1,6-diphosphate, 0.1 M of fructose diphosphate aldolase (EC 4.1.2.13), and 1 µM of NAD+ or εNAD+. The reaction was initiated by addition of 2 µg of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.

Alcohol Dehydrogenases (Yeast and Horse Liver) (EC 1.1.1.1). Assay mixtures contained 5 M ethanol, 0.05 M Tris·HCl buffer (pH 7.5), and 1 µM of NAD+ or εNAD+. The reactions were initiated by addition of 2 µg of the appropriate enzyme.

Neurospora crassa NADase (EC 3.2.2.6). Experiments were done at 23° in 3-ml reaction mixtures containing 0.25 µmol of εNAD+ in 0.1 M KH2PO4. The reactions were initiated by the addition of 0.32 unit of NADase. The reaction rate was determined by measurement of the increase in fluorescence intensity at 410 nm.

Crotalus adamanteus Venom Phosphodiesterase (EC 3.1.4.1). The assay was performed at 23° in 3-ml reaction mixtures containing 25 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and 0.50 µmol of εNAD+ by following the increase in fluorescence intensity at 410 nm when phosphodiesterase I was added to a final concentration of 0.25 unit.

* To whom to address reprint requests.
† In the abbreviation εNAD+ for nicotinamide 1,N6-ethenoadenine dinucleotide, ε stands for etheno and is also suggestive of the molar absorbance term and of fluorescence emission.
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centration of 21 µg/ml. Under these conditions the reaction was complete in 30 min.

\( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) Preparation and Purification. A solution of 1 mmol of NAD\(^+\) in 20 ml of 1.5 M aqueous chloroacetaldehyde at pH 4.0–4.5 was allowed to stand at room temperature until the NAD\(^+\) had disappeared, as observed by thin-layer chromatography (15), and no further change was witnessed in the ultraviolet absorption spectrum with time (7–10 days). The solution was decolorized with charcoal, concentrated to 10 ml under reduced pressure, adjusted to pH 7.2, and applied to a Dowex 2X-8 (formate form) column (30 cm × 35 mm), which was then washed with water. Elution was performed with 0.1 N formic acid and continued until the fractions contained no fluorescence. Evaporation of fluorescent fractions, followed by precipitation with acetone, filtration, and drying under reduced pressure afforded \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) in about 20% yield as a practically colorless, hygroscopic powder, mp 158–160\(^\circ\) (dec), with elemental analysis indicative of 1-trihydrate, \( \text{C}_{36}\text{H}_{37}\text{N}_{3}\text{O}_{6}\text{P}_{3} \cdot 3\text{H}_{2}\text{O} \) (15).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In contrast to the quantitative nature of the reaction with simpler coenzymes, when NAD\(^+\) reacted with chloroacetaldehyde in aqueous solution at pH 4.5 some hydrolysis was noted, in addition to the formation of nicotinamide 1,4'-etheno-adenine dinucleotide, \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \). Pure \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) was isolated by the use of a Dowex 2X-8 (formate form) column, which was washed first with distilled water, followed by elution with 0.1 N formic acid to obtain the product. The analytical and spectroscopic data are consistent with structure I, and the compound was stable under neutral and mild-acidic conditions.

![Structure I](image)

The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \), as well as that of its fluorescent "half" molecule 5'-\( \epsilon \text{AMP} \), are shown in Fig. 1. Just as in the case of the simpler modified coenzymes (11–15), excitation of the long-wavelength transition in the neighborhood of 295–300 nm leads to fluorescence emission with a maximum at about 410 nm in aqueous solution buffered at pH 7.0. The lowest-energy absorption band of \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \), appearing as a shoulder at 294 nm (Fig. 1), is at sufficiently long wavelength that excitation can be done without interference from most ultraviolet-absorbing moieties in proteins and nucleic acids. The intensity of the \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) emission is considerably less than that of 5'-\( \epsilon \text{AMP} \), undoubtedly due to the intramolecular quenching by the nicotinamide mononucleotide portion of the coenzyme. While the quantum yield of 5'-\( \epsilon \text{AMP} \) in aqueous buffered solution at pH 7.0 is 0.56, that of \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) is about 8% of this value. The quenching is consistent with the existence of a high proportion of folded or stacked conformation of the coenzyme in aqueous solution. This suggestion is borne out by a doubling of emission of \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) in 1,2-propanediol as compared to aqueous solution. In 1,2-propanediol, the population of molecules of NADH (9) or related models (8) is dynamically distributed among a large number of conformations, with a reduction in the probability of these molecules residing in the folded form. The fluorescence lifetime of \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) in aqueous solution buffered at pH 7.0 again reflects the base-base interaction in the preferred folded conformation in that solvent, since the predominant lifetime was shorter than the 23 nsec observed for 5'-\( \epsilon \text{AMP} \), as well as for the other coenzymes containing only the modified adenosine chromophore (11, 12, 14, 15). The fluorescence properties of \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) are under thorough study and will be reported in a subsequent paper.

The enzyme *Neurospora crassa* NADase is fairly specific for catalysis of the cleavage of NAD\(^+\) at the nicotinamide-ribose linkage, yielding free nicotinamide and adenosine diphosphate ribose (21–23). The incubation of \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) with this enzyme at room temperature resulted in similar cleavage, with the formation of 5'-\( \epsilon \text{AMP} \)-ribose and nicotinamide. The enzyme reaction was followed by observation of the intensity of the fluorescence emission. Whereas the wavelength of the fluorescence maximum was unchanged, an increase in intensity of about 10-fold was observed, due to cleavage between the two interacting parts of the molecule (Fig. 2).

Cleavage of the \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) coenzyme analog could also be followed by means of the cyanide reaction. The ability of NAD\(^+\) and NAD\(^+\) analogs to form various addition products has been reported (24, 25), and the reaction of NAD\(^+\) with cyanide can be followed by the appearance of a new ultraviolet maximum at 325 nm. When \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) was dissolved in 0.1 N KCN, a new maximum appeared at 316 nm, the blue shift probably resulting from an overlap with the original band at 294 nm for \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) (Fig. 1). As in the case of NAD\(^+\), cyanide reacted with the quaternary nitrogen form of \( \epsilon \text{NAD}^+ \) and no reaction was detected after hydrolysis with *Neurospora crassa* NADase.
crassa NADase. The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of 1,N^6-ethenoadenosine 5'-monophosphate (5'-eAMP) (11) was unchanged in going from pH 7 aqueous phosphate buffer to 0.1 N KCN, indicating that the cyanide reaction was taking place as expected with the quaternary nicotinamide moiety.

Phosphodiesterase I (Crotalus adamanteus venom) also cleaved eNAD+. Incubation with this enzyme resulted in the formation of 5'-eAMP and NMN, and the increase in fluorescence intensity could again be used as an index of the progress of the enzymatic hydrolysis. After hydrolysis, the ultraviolet absorption spectrum showed a slight hyperchromic effect in the 265-nm maximum when the spectrum was compared with an appropriate blank of buffer and enzyme. The effect on the ultraviolet absorbance is like that observed for NAD+ and NAD+ analogs before and after enzymatic hydrolysis (26-28) and for NAD+ models compared with their component half-molecules (7, 8). All of the accumulated evidence supports the existence of intramolecular interaction between the pyrimidin and the modified adenine rings of εNAD+ in folded conformation that is disrupted by hydrolysis catalyzed by enzymes that are also effective with this modified coenzyme.

Of the many analogs of NAD+ that have been synthesized and tested for enzymatic activity (16-20, 27-41), none has been described as appreciably fluorescent, so that εNAD+ is the first coenzyme analog at the oxidized level that permits utilization of the power of fluorescence techniques to study interactions between enzymes and oxidized coenzymes in dehydrogenase systems. The value of fluorescence techniques in the study of enzyme binding has been amply demonstrated in the case of the fluorescent reduced form of the natural coenzyme NADH (42-45). For εNAD+ to be useful for the acquisition of information on enzyme-coenzyme interactions, it must show some activity in the dehydrogenase reactions. We have tested the fluorescent analog with four enzymes: horse-liver alcohol dehydrogenase, yeast alcohol dehydrogenase, lactate dehydrogenase, and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. In all four reactions, εNAD+ exhibited activity, at levels of 7, 7, 31, and 19%, respectively, of the activity of NAD+ itself. Conditions were selected to give consistent results for both NAD+ and εNAD+ without seeking to attain those of maximal activity for either coenzyme. The activities shown by εNAD+ are consistent with the earlier findings that neither the presence of an unsubstituted amino group at the 6-position (16-20) nor the absence of a 1-substituent (20) on the adenine of NAD+ is essential for activity with dehydrogenases. The different levels of activity of εNAD+ reflect, as did the earlier analogs, heterogeneity among similar enzymes.
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**Fig. 2.** Fluorescence emission spectra of εNAD+ in 0.1 M KH₂PO₄ (— — —) and after enzymatic hydrolysis with NADase (· · ·).